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Abstract—In a large-scale mobile gaming environment with lim-
ited wireless network bandwidth, efficient mechanisms for state
update are crucial to allow graceful real-time interaction for a large
number of players. By using the state updating threshold as a key
parameter that bridges the resulting state distortion and the net-
work traffic, we are able to study the fundamental traffic-distor-
tion tradeoffs via both theoretical modeling and numerical anal-
ysis using real game traces. We consider a WiMAX link model,
where the bandwidth allocation is driven by the underlying phys-
ical layer link quality as well as application layer gaming behaviors.
Such a cross-layer optimization problem can be solved using stan-
dard convex programming techniques. By exploring the temporal
locality of gaming behavior, we also propose a prediction method
for on-line bandwidth adaptation. Using real data traces from a
multiplayer driving game, TORCS, the proposed network-aware
bandwidth allocation method (NABA) is able to achieve significant
reduction in state distortion compared to two baselines: uniform
and proportional policies.

Index Terms—Bandwidth allocation, lagrangian relaxation, mo-
bile gaming, state update, traffic-distortion tradeoffs, WiMAX.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ASSIVELY multiplayer online games (MMOG) are
projected to be one of the rapidly growing entertain-

ment services that will gain large popularity in near future. With
the proliferation of feature rich and graphics capable mobile
handsets, MMOG targeted for mobile clients will soon become
a killer application for both mobile carriers and game service
providers. In a mobile setting, a mobile client can connect to
an MMOG server via wireless access points (e.g., WiFi or
WiMAX). Each client remotely controls one or several in-game
characters called avatars (e.g., a vehicle or a humanoid). States
of the avatars are simulated by the hosting servers, with updates
of avatar states broadcasted to other hosting servers and clients,
so that all avatars can be properly rendered on the client side.
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To ensure the quality of interactivity of an MMOG requires a
timely delivery of such state updates. Otherwise, players may
be annoyed with various types of strange gaming experience,
e.g., “dead-man shooting” in a shooting game [2]. This issue is
also called “state-consistency” problem.

In contrast to wired communication, mobile communication
is more constrained in network resources. Although 3G and the
emerging WiMAX techniques promise to deliver higher data
bandwidth than the existing mobile data services, MMOG in
the mobile space still faces a number of technical challenges. In
particular, a state update practice that is suitable for wired com-
munication may not be feasible or desired in a wireless envi-
ronment. For instance, if the servers blindly send updates based
on simple quality metrics without considering the underlying
network constraints, the large volume of state update can over-
stretch the buffers and queues in the wireless access points. This
results in decreased consistency, when state update packets are
delayed or dropped by the overloaded access points.

Therefore, the objective of this paper is to devise a net-
work-aware state update mechanism that minimizes overall
avatar state inconsistency between the servers and clients,
subject to a bandwidth constraint specified by the underlying
wireless access points. We describe our approach through
an example MMOG driving game, named TORCS [3]. We
capture the gaming inconsistency (or distortion) as the Euclid
distance between the vehicles’ actual location and the location
interpreted by peer players. Via both theoretical modeling
and numerical analysis of real game traces, we discover that
distortion in vehicle location behaves as an decreasing and
convex function of the updating frequency, which in turn
translates linearly to network traffic. Such a function captures
the fundamental traffic-distortion tradeoffs, which is the basis
of our study.

We consider a WiMAX link model, which employs or-
thogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) for
improved spectral efficiency. We treat each subchannel by
an OFDMA symbol as a basic bandwidth allocation unit,
referred to as a cluster. We consider adaptive modulation and
coding (AMC) that adapts data rate according to physical layer
link quality. To abstract the policy of WiMAX scheduler and
interaction among multiple applications, we assume the total
number of clusters available to the MMOG application is upper
bounded by a pre-specified constraint, which translates to a
bandwidth constraint at the peak data rate.

Thus, we model the target problem as given the physical layer
link quality and application layer traffic-distortion tradeoffs of
all clients, to derive an allocation of clusters to clients, so as to
minimize the sum of distortion over all clients subject to the
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constraint on available clusters. Such a cross-layer optimiza-
tion problem can be solved using standard convex programming
technique. We also propose a prediction-based real-time adap-
tation mechanism, referred to as the network-aware bandwidth
allocation (NABA) policy, that exploits the temporal locality of
gaming behavior.

The key advantage of our approach is to fully explore the user
diversities in terms of both the link quality and traffic-distortion
tradeoffs, so that the limited network bandwidth can be effec-
tively utilized for better overall gaming experience. Compared
to two naive solutions that employ either a uniform updating
frequency or a fixed state changing threshold for all vehicles,
our approach exhibits significant reduction in overall distor-
tion, according to simulations using real game traces. Our real
trace-based evaluation also demonstrate NABA’s adaptability to
variations in system parameters, including bandwidth constraint
and network delay.

The contributions of this paper are multifold. We investigate
a novel mechanism to characterize and predict the traffic-dis-
tortion tradeoffs of MMOG players. We also propose an effi-
cient real-time adaptation mechanism for network-aware state
update that minimizes overall gaming distortion, subject to a
bandwidth constraint. Finally, we present performance study
of NABA against two baselines using data traces from a real
driving game.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe
the system models in next section. In Section III, we study the
traffic-distortion tradeoffs of a driving game. This is followed
by a formal problem definition in Section IV. In Section V, we
describe our network-aware bandwidth allocation approach in
detail. In Section VI, we evaluate our approach using real game
traces. We discuss related works in Section VII. Finally, we con-
clude the paper in Section VIII.

II. SYSTEM MODELS

A. Network Infrastructure

We consider the scenario where an MMOG server provides
gaming service to mobile clients via wireless access points.
Local mobile players send avatar inputs to the server through
wireless links. The server computes the next state of the avatars,
sends the updated state back to a set of pre-specified clients
(to be explained later) so that the avatars can be displayed at
clients with correct state. Hereafter, we refer to updates from
the clients to the server as client updates, and updates from the
server to the client as server updates.

Since the computation performed at the server requires all
client updates, it is difficult to reduce the up-link traffic without
interfering with the basic processing logic of the game server.
Thus, we focus on the downlink aspect of the problem, i.e., the
server updates.

To improve scalability and reduce network traffic, concepts
such as area of influences and area of interests are introduced
[4]. Based on these concepts, a client only needs to receive
state update of avatars that are within the area of influence of
the client. These works are orthogonal to our work. Therefore,
without loss of generality, we assume that the server needs to
update the avatar state from a set of clients to the same client
set.

Also, to simplify the presentation, we assume these clients
share the same wireless access point, thus experiencing the same
bandwidth constraint and network delay. For games that are
played by groups of localized people (e.g., audiences in a sta-
dium and travelers on a subway), the players are likely to be
connected to the same access point. For the case when multiple
access points are involved to connect people in a wide area, we
need to perform the proposed adaptation mechanism for every
access point.

B. Wireless Link Model

We assume WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e) [5] as the underlying
communication technique and establish our optimization
framework based on the downlink model of WiMAX. WiMAX
utilizes OFDMA, where a scheduler is employed at each access
point to dynamically adapt the allocation of subchannels to
users for improved system spectral efficiency. Specifically, the
scheduler uses AMC technique to determine the modulation
and coding scheme for each user based on their individual
link quality, indicated by an effective carrier to interfer-
ence-plus-noise ratio (CINR) measurement. A table-driven
approach is often used to choose higher constellation size for
better links. The scheduler then allocates OFDMA subchannels
and symbols to users based on their application priorities.

An allocation generated by the scheduler determines the
structure of the OFDMA frames. Fig. 1 demonstrates an ex-
ample OFDMA frame structure, with subchannels and
OFDMA symbols, out of which is used for downlink. Each
frame usually consists of 30 subchannels and 48 symbols, with
a 5-ms frame duration. In Fig. 1, each square corresponding to
a subchannel and a symbol is referred to as a cluster. For ease of
analysis, we assume that a cluster is a basic unit of allocation.1
In this example, 18 cluster are allocated to serve data burst #1.

It is challenging to comprehensively model the operation of
a scheduler, taking into account the complex interaction be-
tween multiple applications. For tractable analysis, we abstract
the impact of application priority and queue length using a pre-
specified upper bound, , of the total number of clusters avail-
able to the gaming application. At the peak data rate, such a
upper bound translates to a bandwidth constraint allocated to
the gaming application, which is reasonable from inter-applica-
tion QoS perspective.

We assume frequency-diverse subchannels, where each sub-
channel further consists of 24 data subcarriers that are pseudo-
randomly distributed across the bandwidth. Thus, at any par-
ticular time, the link quality of all subchannels allocated to a
particular user are similar to each other. In other words, for
each user, no quality differentiation between subchannels are
considered.

C. Dead-Reckoning Algorithm

For the purpose of this paper, we limit avatar state to spa-
cial location, which is one of the most common avatar states
requiring frequent updates. For illustrative purpose, we use a
multiplayer vehicle driving game, TORCS [3]. Since TORCS is
open source-based, we modified the game source code to sup-
port up to 32 vehicles in a free driving mode, where each client

1Although two or three clusters are treated as a basic allocation unit in
WiMAX specification, this variation does not affect the principle of our study.
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Fig. 1. Example OFDMA frame structure.

can drive a car in a 3-D virtual metropolitan 2 (the terms client
and vehicle are thus used interchangeably hereafter). We also
modified the source code to dump the location traces of cars at
500 samples per second. We then simulated the state updates
between server and clients that are connected via a simulated
wireless link by applying different updating thresholds to the lo-
cation traces. The resulting state distortion and network traffic
were recorded to be used for both our analysis and simulation
results.

Both the server and the clients use the standard first order
dead-reckoning approach to estimate the location of vehicles
based on the position and velocity data in the latest server up-
dates [6]. Consider state update for client A. Let denote the
time of the last server update for client A, with and
being the location and velocity of A in the update. Let de-
note the network delay of the simulated wireless links between
server and the clients. We assume that varies slowly over time
and is fed back from the access point to the server in real-time.
Based on [6], client A keeps updating the server about its ve-
hicle’s location at a fixed frequency . The server tracks the
location difference between vehicle A’s server state and its esti-
mated state at clients. A new server update is triggered at time
when the server receives a new client update on A with location

and velocity , such that

(1)

where is a pre-defined updating threshold and is a
norm function that returns the Euclid distance between locations

and .

2There are open source, multiplayer first person shooting games that require
both location and shooting actions as part of the key state information. To focus
on the impact of location, we chose driving games in this study.

We use a temporally averaged location difference to evaluate
the visual defects of the dead-reckoning algorithm. Specifically,
every time the server receives a client update for A, it calcu-
lates the location difference for vehicle A. These location dif-
ferences are accumulated over every second. The sum divided
by the number of client updates within the second is regarded
as the state distortion of client A. Moreover, the sum of distor-
tion over all vehicles is regarded as the overall distortion of the
game.

III. TRAFFIC-DISTORTION TRADEOFFS

Because of the difficulty in modeling vehicle mobility, it is
challenging to directly characterize the tradeoffs between the
updating traffic and the resulting state distortion. We, however,
observe that both the updating frequency and the distortion de-
pend on the threshold . Intuitively, a larger leads to less
number of server updates, and very likely, resulting in a larger
distortion; a smaller incurs larger number of server updates
and hopefully less distortion.

A. Theoretical Intuition

We elaborate the above intuition using a first-order theoretical
model. Specifically, suppose at time and , two consecutive
server updates for vehicle A are sent. We consider the actual
location of A as a function of time, denoted as . We approx-
imate using the first three items from the Taylor series at

3:

ž'

(2)

3While Taylor series is a simple example to illustrate the theoretical intuition,
we expect more thorough study of the mobility model in the future.
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where and ž' are the first and second derivatives of
at , corresponding to the velocity and acceleration of

vehicle A at .
We now consider the estimated location of vehicle A at other

clients. For the ease of presentation, we assume network delay
(our analysis easily extends to ). From the server

update at , the clients have the knowledge of both and
. Thus, the estimated location at is

. For any time , the difference between the actual
and estimated locations of A, , is approximated as

ž'
(3)

Let denote ž' . Let denote the period of
client updates. Let l denote the number of client updates for
vehicle A sent during . Based on dead-reckoning, the
server update at time is triggered because . We
assume the equality case, which is reasonable for a sufficiently
high . We have . For every client update,
the server records the location difference, denoted as , for

. We derive the temporally averaged distortion, ,
of vehicle A at other clients during , as

(4)

Since is usually small, becomes negligible.
Moreover, considering a long gaming interval, the expected

value of can be treated as the expected frequency,
, of server updates. Recall that the condition to trigger a server

update at is . We derive

(5)

Overall, we observe that the state distortion, , is close to a
linear function of , while the frequency of server updates, ,
behaves as a decreasing and concave function of .

B. Real Game Trace Verification

To verify our intuition, we take a 40-s car location trace from
the TORCS game. We vary from 0.2 meter (m) to 10 m, in an
increment of 0.2 m. For each , based on (1) with ms, we
numerically track the number of updates and the resulting distor-
tion at a per second basis. We plot the data for the 18th second in
Fig. 2. We observe that the number of updates decreases with ,
while the distortion increases almost linearly with . This con-
firms our theoretical intuition in Section III-A. Similar trends
are observed for other time periods as well.

Using as a bridging parameter, we can now reveal the traffic-
distortion tradeoffs. By assuming an average packet size of 200
bytes and network delay of 10 and 20 ms, we depict the trade-
offs for three cars in Fig. 3. It is clearly observed that in all
six cases, the distortion behaves very closely as a decreasing
and convex function of the updating traffic. This establishes the
fundamental tradeoffs for the proposed bandwidth allocation
mechanism. From information theory perspective, by treating
state update as a sampling process, the traffic-distortion trade-
offs bears similarity to the well-known rate-distortion tradeoffs.

Fig. 2. Updating frequency and state distortion vs updating threshold.

Fig. 3. Traffic-distortion tradeoffs from real driving game trace.

We also observe that for a given network delay, the curves
differ for various cars, implying the necessity of exploiting the
client diversity to minimize the overall state distortion. Also,
for a given client, the curve changes with varied network delay.
This indicates that a real-time adaptation is required in light of
varying network status.

Note that throughout this section, we are concerned about the
server update frequency, which may not accurately reflect the
actual traffic due to variations in packet size resulting from data
aggregation and compression. However, since we are interested
in network traffic per second basis, we address this issue by as-
suming that the average packet size per server update converges
over time.

IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Due to the real-time nature of gaming, our problem inherently
requires an on-line adaptation solution that is invoked, for ex-
ample, once every second to schedule the bandwidth allocation.
However, this requires the knowledge of future traffic-distor-
tion tradeoffs of gaming behavior. To handle this requirement,
we use a historical data-based prediction that exploits the tem-
poral locality of gaming behavior (to be detailed in Section IV).
However, for a baseline analysis, we assume that the traffic-
distortion tradeoffs for the entire gaming duration are known
a priori. Thus, in this section, we focus on an off-line problem
formulation.

Let denote the number of clients and denote the cur-
rent gaming time. We consider bandwidth allocation for the th
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second. For each client , the updating threshold
can be chosen from a given range . By analyzing the data

trace at the th second, we derive the corresponding distortion
function, , and traffic function, for each client .

As described in Section II-B, for each client, its link quality in
terms of the effective CINR is fed back to the WiMAX server in
real-time, upon which the modulation and coding scheme for the
client is chosen accordingly. A key question in formulating the
problem is that given the bits to be transmitted in the next
second, how shall these bits be distributed into all frames (e.g.,
200 frames per second). This is particularly challenge when the
link quality of future frames cannot be accurately predicted. In
this paper, we take an initiative step by evenly distributing the
traffic among all frames in one second.

Let denote the expected constellation size (bits per
symbol) of client in the th second. Let denote the number
of data subcarriers per subchannel. Also, let denote the
number of clusters allocated to client by the scheduler at each
frame. The sum of ’s is upper bounded by a pre-specified

(while we assume a constant during the th second,
in general can vary over time due to variations in background
traffic or preference to the gaming application). Moreover, let

denote the OFDMA frame rate per second.
The bandwidth allocation problem for the th second can be

modeled as a convex programming problem as follows.

Given:

a. the distortion function, and traffic function,
for clients

b. the constellation size chosen for client , and OFDMA
parameters, and

the bandwidth constraint, in terms of the number of
available clusters per frame,

find vectors and ,
so as to minimize

(6)

subject to

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

A. Discussion

Although the above optimization problem is formulated
using a WiMAX link model, the key tradeoffs between band-
width usage and gaming distortion are not tied to any particular
link models. Our previous publication [1] studies a general-
ized problem definition, which is omitted in this paper due to

space limitations. Motivated by contemporary trends in both
technology and business requirements, this paper studies the
interesting case of WiMAX technique, which is expected to be
widely deployed in near future.

Our problem formulation does not apply to users who sign
contract with network service providers for guaranteed network
performance, including dedicated bandwidth allocation policy.
While such a contract is usually designed for critical business
and civilian applications, we believe that in the context of
providing leisure contents (including gaming), most users will
adopt the normal residual contract that fits our bandwidth
sharing model.

It is worth mentioning another practical policy for game ac-
cess control, which specifies a minimal bandwidth requirement
for the game players, and enforces the server to accept only qual-
ified users. We believe that the method proposed in this paper
can be employed as an optimization stage after first applying
such an elimination-based policy. The interaction between the
two methods is of future research interest.

V. OUR APPROACH

We gear our analysis for a sufficiently large , so that we do
not concern ourselves with the integrality restriction of . In
practice, an integral but suboptimal solution can be derived by
a proper rounding of the fractional ’s.

Directly solving this problem in its primal form is difficult.
Instead, we solve its dual problem via Lagrangian relaxation.
Similar optimization decomposition techniques have been pre-
viously applied in solving communication and networking prob-
lems [7], [8].

We first combine the two constraints (7) and (8), so that

(11)

The Lagrangian relaxation of the original problem is then

(12)

where is the Lagrangian multiplier. The relaxed problem
in (12) is separable. For each , the relaxed problem is

(13)

The Lagrangian multiplier controls the tradeoffs between the
resulting state distortion and network traffic. For example, when
the resulting network traffic is below the constraint , it indi-
cates that too much penalty is associated with network traffic
in (13), and needs to be reduced to increase the bandwidth
utilization. A fast binary search can quickly locate the optimal
value of that results in the smallest distortion and the tightest
bound on the constraint . The process is illustrated in Fig. 4.

With a given , for each player, we solve the optimization
problem that has unique solution on . The relaxed problems,

, for a 3-player scenario are shown in Fig. 4(a), for
and 0.16 in solid and dotted curves, respectively. In

Fig. 4(a), the dot and asterisk markers signify the optimal ’s
for the relaxed problems, with the corresponding traffic and
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Fig. 4. Illustration of Lagrangian decomposition solution. (a) Relaxed problem for each user. (b) Solutions on the traffic-distortion curves.

Fig. 5. Traffic-distortion tradeoffs of one vehicle in four consecutive seconds.

distortion demonstrated in Fig. 4(b). Notice that the relaxed
problem for each player changes according to . When
increases, more penalty is associated with network traffic, the
optimal for each user moves towards larger update threshold,
resulting in decreased traffic and increased distortion. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4(b).

The above algorithm explores the space of using a binary
search. For each specific , we need to minimize for all
users by a binary search in the space of . Thus, the overall time
complexity is , where is the domain of and
is the domain of .

Given the above off-line analysis and optimization of the
bandwidth allocation, we are further interested in an on-line
adaptation mechanism for real-time game experience. To handle
this challenge, we use a history-based prediction method that
explores the temporal locality in gaming behavior, i.e., we
expect the traffic-distortion tradeoffs for the coming second
to be similar to those in the past seconds (refer to Fig. 5 for
tradeoff curves for the same vehicle in four consecutive seconds
of real game traces). Thus, the bandwidth allocation for the next
second is based on the gaming behavior in the past seconds, and
adapts with respect to variations in network status. We refer to
this adaptive approach as the NABA policy.

While the prediction method is game-specific, we study var-
ious techniques for using the historical information via sim-
ulation (Section V). Our results indicated that for the studied
driving game, simply using the tradeoffs in the previous second

as history information delivered the best performance on av-
erage. This is also confirmed by Fig. 5, where the curves for
each pair of consecutive seconds are closer to each other than
other pairs.

Although our prediction technique is a best effort-based
method when the temporal locality is weak, via simulation,
we observed satisfactory performance on average. A more
thorough study of the sensitivity of our technique to prediction
accuracy is of our future interest.

A. Practical Concerns

When deriving the distortion and traffic functions for each
client , it is practically feasible to examine a finite set of values
for in the domain of . The same set of values are used to min-
imize . The discretization of ’s affects the optimality of
the above approach. However, by carefully choosing to pro-
vide a sufficient resolution, it is practically reasonable to treat
the resulting solution to be close to optimal. Thus, we ignore
this issue in the following discussion.

Another concern is the rounding of ’s. We adopt a random-
ized rounding technique. Specifically, for every fractional , ei-
ther the floor or ceiling of is considered as the final solution,
each with half probability. Accordingly, we need to tune so
that the adjusted can still accommodate the required band-
width. Although details are not presented in this paper due to
space limitations, we studied the impact of rounding via simu-
lation. Compared to the case without rounding, we observed a
slight increase ( % averaged over time) in distortion for the
case with rounding.

VI. EVALUATION

A. Simulation Setup

We used data traces from the TORCS game to validate the
usefulness of the NABA policy. We gathered data traces for 32
vehicles over a 40-s time period. The distortion and traffic func-
tions, and , of all vehicles are extracted by ana-
lyzing the data traces using a set of discrete values of , from
0.2 to 10 m, in an increment of 0.2 m.

We assumed an average packet size per server update of 200
bytes. To simulate link quality variations, we devised an exper-
iment with three mobile devices placed at difference locations
to communicate with the same WiMAX access point. The first
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Fig. 6. CINR measurement distribution.

TABLE I
MAPPING FROM EFFECTIVE CINR TO CODING AND MODULATION SCHEMES

device was placed at the center of a sector with 0.1 km from
the access point, which was expected to exhibit the best link
quality. The second device was placed at the boundary of the
sector with 0.5 km from the access point, expected to exhibit the
worst link quality. The third device was placed at the center of
the sector with 0.4 km from the access point, expected to exhibit
a medium link quality. We gathered the CINR measurements at
these devices at a rate of 200 samples per second, over a time
duration of 15 s. In Fig. 6, we plot the distribution of the CINR
measurements.

We then randomly determined the link quality of each client
to be either good, medium, or bad. The actual CINR values
were then generated based on the sample CINR measurements
in Fig. 6. Specifically, consider a feedback period of 8 frames.
We required in total CINR measurements.
For demonstration purpose, these measurements were randomly
picked from the 3000 sampled measurements. The mapping of
the CINR measurements to the modulation and coding scheme
was performed based a pre-specified table [9] listed in Table I.
We notice that the CINR measurements in Fig. 6 nicely covers
the range of CINR in Table I. Thus, we believe the above mea-
suring and sampling methods suffice to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of NABA with respect to variations in CINR.

B. Baselines

Assuming the complete data traces known a priori, we were
able to derive the optimal allocation in an off-line fashion using
the techniques presented in Section IV. For a meaningful study,
we also implemented two baseline policies. The first baseline
assumed a uniform bandwidth allocation among all vehicles,

regardless of their individual traffic-distortion tradeoffs. The
second baseline assumed an identical updating threshold, ,
for all users. In this case, the bandwidth allocated to each
vehicle was roughly proportional to its extent of state changes.
Hereafter, we refer to these two baselines as the Uniform and
Proportional policies, respectively.

Both baselines were performed in an off-line fashion. For the
Uniform policy, in each second, we determined ’s such that

, for all , and . Then,
for each vehicle , we chose a corresponding so as to mini-
mize the distortion of the vehicle, without violating the band-
width constraint imposed by . For the Proportional policy, in
each second, iterating over every value in , we calculate the
number of clusters required for all vehicles with respect to their
individual ’s. We then chose the that utilized the maximal
number of clusters within . In both policies, the distortion of
all vehicles corresponding to the chosen was then summed up
as the overall distortion.

We consider the Uniform policy to be fair to all uses in terms
of resource usage, and the Proportional policy to be fair in terms
of gaming experience. The proposed technique achieves fairness
in terms of resource efficiency, or marginal utility fairness, i.e.,
at the optimal allocation of resources so that all players have the
same distortion gradient. This operation point is a good balance
between resource and gaming experience fairness, and is widely
adopted in network optimization [7], [8].

C. Main Results

In this set of simulations, we assumed a network delay of
10 ms and available clusters per frame. With 24
subcarriers per subchannel and 200 frames per second, this
constraint translated to a bandwidth constraint of 4.3 Mbps at
peak data rate. We applied NABA, the optimal allocation, and
the Uniform and Proportional polices to the game traces. For
NABA, we used a 1-s history for predicting the traffic-distor-
tion tradeoffs, with the first second for NABA implemented
using the Proportional policy. The resulting state distortion and
channel utilization (in terms of the ratio of allocated clusters
over ) are illustrated in Fig. 7.

From Fig. 7(a), we observed that the distortion of NABA was
within 18% off the optimal solution, throughout the entire time
period except for the first second. Compared to the Uniform
policy, NABA achieved 32% reduction in distortion averaged
over time, with a maximum reduction of 46% at the 25th second.
Compared to the Proportional policy, NABA achieved 30% re-
duction in distortion averaged over time, with a maximum re-
duction of 47% at the second second.

We also observed from Fig. 7(b) that both the optimal alloca-
tion and NABA achieved a channel utilization close to 1 (
averaged over time). The Proportional policy achieved an av-
eraged channel utilization of 0.96, while the Uniform policy
achieved 0.85. The under-utilization of channel resources was
the main reason of increased distortion of the Uniform policies,
due to its incapability of exploring user diversity in bandwidth
requirements. For the Proportional policy, it failed to exploit the
user diversity in terms of traffic-distortion tradeoffs. Thus, al-
though it achieved high channel utilization, the resulting distor-
tion was still unsatisfactory.
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Fig. 7. Distortion and channel utilization comparison. (a) Distortion. (b) Channel utilization.

Fig. 8. Impact of available clusters. (a) Distortion. (b) Channel utilization.

Moreover, we noticed that for some time instants (e.g., the
31st second), the channel utilization of NABA was lower than
that of the Proportional policy, while NABA still achieved less
distortion. This highlighted the effective bandwidth utilization
of NABA by exploiting the traffic-distortion tradeoffs of various
clients. Similar reason explained why the channel utilization of
the optimal solution was lower than that of NABA and the Pro-
portional policy for some time instants.

We further examined other techniques for history-based
tradeoff prediction, including simple moving average and
exponential moving average methods over multiple seconds.
However, we discovered that although the impact of various
techniques were not obvious, the 1-s history-based prediction
achieved the best performance on average. This is understand-
able as in driving games, the state changes are usually limited
in a short time window, indicating similar traffic-distortion
tradeoffs in consecutive seconds. Nevertheless, the prediction
methods are intuitively game-specific, and will be explored for
other games in future.

We also performed the above simulations with other set of
OFDMA parameters, including the number of subcarriers and
the mapping between CINR to modulation schemes. Similar re-
sults were observed and thus omitted here.

D. Impact of System Parameters

For a wireless environment, the bandwidth constraint (in
terms of available clusters) and the network delay usually vary
over time. Thus, we also examined the impact of variations in
bandwidth constraint and network delay on NABA. We varied
the number of available clusters from 100 to 500, translating to
a variation in peak bandwidth constraint from 2.2 to 10.8 Mbps.
We fixed the network delay at 10 ms. In Fig. 8, we show the
results for the four policies, with respect to the data trace of the
7th second. We observed that the distortion of all four policies
decreased with bandwidth constraint. The distortion of NABA
was consistently lower than the distortion of the Uniform and
Proportional policies, approaching to the optimal solution as
the number of available clusters increased.

For the same data traces, we also varied the network delay
from 10 ms to 100 ms in an increment of 10 ms, while keeping
a fixed . The results are shown in Fig. 9. From Fig. 9(a),
the distortion for all four policies increased almost linearly with
network delay. This was understandable based on (1). NABA
achieved a distortion very close to the optimal throughout the
variations in network delay. Also, NABA was able to keep a
channel utilization closer 1 than the Uniform and Proportional
policies.
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Fig. 9. Impact of network delay. (a) Distortion. (b) Channel utilization.

VII. RELATED WORK

There have been both empirical and theoretical studies in
the distributed virtual environment and networked game com-
munities on understanding the impact of network delay and
packet loss on state consistency of simulated entities [10], [11].
Dead-reckoning is one of the most popular techniques so far and
de facto standard for addressing the latency issue in distributed
virtual and gaming environments [12], [13]. However, most re-
search efforts in the past have focused on evaluating specific
dead-reckoning approach [13], proposing new prediction tech-
nique [12], [14], or striving to solve the problem purely from
the simulation domain. Our paper takes a holistic approach that
brings state consistency and network resource management into
the same picture. Our promising preliminary results show great
potential of applying this holistic approach in solving the elusive
quality of service problem between network resource manage-
ment and state consistency.

There are also studies in characterizing and modeling game
traffic in various context [15]–[18]. In particular, it is discovered
that for the “Counter Strike” online game, while the in-bound
packets to a game server have an narrow distribution centered
around the mean size of 40 bytes, outgoing packets from the
server have a much wider distribution around a significantly
larger mean [17], [18]. Network traffic for the same game has
also been modeled using the Extreme Value distribution [16].
It will be interesting to investigate the impact of such more re-
alistic traffic characteristics and models on the proposed opti-
mization method, and vice versa.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have studied techniques for network-aware state update
in massive player gaming environments. By using the updating
threshold as a bridging parameter, we have theoretically re-
vealed the fundamental traffic-distortion tradeoffs involved in
state update. Our problem is based on a WiMAX link model,
where user diversity in terms of link quality is incorporated into
the optimization problem of bandwidth allocation to minimize
the overall gaming distortion. An off-line optimal solution can
be obtained via Lagrangian relaxation on a convex program-
ming problem. For on-line adaptation, we have also proposed
a prediction technique that exploits the temporal locality of

gaming behavior. Using real data traces from a multiplayer
driving game, we have verified the traffic-distortion tradeoffs,
and also applied the proposed NABA policy, together with
two baselines, the Uniform and Proportional policies. Com-
pared to the two baselines, our results indicated a significant
reduction in state distortion by using NABA, which is capable
of efficiently exploring user diversity of both link quality and
traffic-distortion tradeoffs.

In future, we plan to apply the proposed techniques in envi-
ronments such as ad hoc networks, where distributed adaptation
mechanism is required. We will also investigate the applicability
of the techniques to other types of games.
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